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We present the initial onditions for a deaying osmologial perturbation and study its signatures
in the CMB anisotropies and matter power spetra. An adiabati deaying mode in presene of om-
ponents whih are not desribed as perfet uids (suh as ollisionless matter) deays slower than in
a perfet-uid dominated universe and displays super-Hubble osillations. By inluding a orrelated
deaying mode with a red or a sale invariant spetrum, the anisotropy pattern shows super-imposed
osillations before the rst Dopplear peak, while with a blue spetrum the amplitude of the se-
ondary peaks relative to the rst one and the matter power spetrum an be altered. WMAP rst
year data onstrain the deaying to growing ratio of sale invariant adiabati utuations at the
matter-radiation equality to less than 10%.
PACS numbers: 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq, 98.80.Es
Introdution. The temperature and polarization
anisotropy pattern of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground
Radiation (CMB) is an invaluable snapshot of the initial
onditions for the primordial perturbations responsible
for struture formation. The most general initial on-
dition in the linear regime an be written as a sum of
several orrelated modes that an be lassied as adi-
abati or isourvature depending on whether the total
non-adiabati pressure perturbation vanishes or not, and
as growing or deaying depending on their time behavior.
The standard paradigm states that the utuations be-
gin in their pure adiabati mode and that the deaying
omponent beomes rapidly negligible. Any deviation
from this simple one-mode desription may be a signal
of new phenomena in the early universe. For instane,
additional isourvature (growing) modes [1℄ may be the
remnants of multi-eld ination [1, 2, 3℄ or of primordial
phase transitions and a rih literature has developed on
this topi. Although the most reent observations by the
WMAP satellite have shown that the osmologial per-
turbations start in an initial ondition very lose to the
growing adiabati one [4℄, a sizable amount of isourva-
ture perturbations either in the neutrino or in the CDM
omponent is still allowed by the data [5℄.
In ontrast, it is rather remarkable that, to the best
of our knowledge, no attempt to onstrain the deay-
ing modes on the CMB or matter power spetrum has
ever been performed; in fat, the CMB spetrum of the
deaying mode has never been evaluated. All observa-
tional onstraints on the initial onditions negleted to
take into onsideration the adiabati deaying mode, on
the impliit assumption that they are ompletely negli-
gible. There are however three main reasons why the
deaying modes might be observable on the CMB. First,
∗
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if they are generated with a spetrum dierent from the
growing ones, then they might be dominant either at
small or large sales whatever their amplitude at a given
sale is. Seond, although the deaying modes die out
during a osmologial epoh, any sharp transition to a
dierent epoh haraterized by dierent omponents or
dierent equation of states will regenerate a new growing
and a new deaying modes: the deaying modes trae
then the ourrene of osmologial transitions. Third,
if a non standard era ourred in the early universe (for
instane a mix-master singularity or a boune [6℄), an adi-
abati deaying mode with a large initial amplitude may
be present at the onset of the expanding stage. There-
fore, it may be oneivable to have a non-vanishing deay-
ing part when utuations reenter the Hubble radius in
bouning models. Aim of this paper is to disuss from a
general and phenomenologial point of view the general
adiabati mode and to derive onstraints from a likeli-
hood analysis of CMB data. In this new era of preision
osmology, this is a novel test for the oherene of pri-
mordial osmologial utuations.
The deaying initial onditions. In order to onretely
disuss this subjet it is useful to write the perturbed
salar part of Robertson-Walker metri both in the lon-
gitudinal and in the synhronous gauge, respetively:
ds2 = a2(τ)[−dτ2(1 + 2Ψ) + dxidxjγij(1− 2Φ)]
= a2(τ)[−dτ2 + dxidxj(γij + hij)] , (1)
where γij is the at bakground metri and a(τ) is the
sale fator (we x the present value a0 = 1 and we
have omitted the dierenes in the oordinates in the
two gauges in Eq. (1)). The salar metri perturbation
in the synhronous gauge hij is separated in its trae h
and traeless potential 6η. In a single perfet uid dom-
inated universe Φ = Ψ, and the Fourier omponents of
the gravitational potential Φ obey the following (driven)
dissipative wave equation whih admits two linearly in-
2dependent solutions [7℄:
Φ′′ + 3H(1 +w)Φ′ −w∇2Φ+ [2H′ + (1 + 3w)H2]Φ = 0
(2)
where w = p/ρ is the equation of state of the uid and
H is the onformal Hubble parameter. By onsidering as
an example a radiation dominated universe (a(τ) ∝ τ),
Φ admits as solution:
Φk =
A¯(k)
y3
[sin(y + βk)− y cos(y + βk)] , (3)
where y = kτ/
√
3. This means that by studying the
impat of the deaying mode we are also testing the o-
herene hypothesis of the primordial osmologial utu-
ations, whih is at the ore of the inationary senario
ombined with a standard osmology after nuleosynthe-
sis.
Let us now derive the initial onditions at large
sales near or after the epoh of nuleosynthesis, around
z ∼ 108 − 109. At this stage baryons, CDM, photons
are treated as perfet uids, while neutrinos freestream
sine they already deoupled from the primordial plasma
(around z ∼ 1011). We work from now on in synhronous
gauge, as in most Boltzmann odes. The indexes b, c, r, ν
will denote baryons, CDM, photons and neutrinos, re-
spetively. Without neutrinos the initial onditions to
the lowest non trivial order are, up to an arbitrary over-
all fator C [10℄:
h = x2 +Dx
η = 2− 1
18
x2 +
3D
4x
θr = − k
18
x3 − 3Dk
8
(4)
where θr is the peuliar veloity divergene. These equa-
tions are to be omplemented by δr = −2h/3, δc = δb =
−h/2, θc = 0 and θb = θr, whereD is the amplitude ratio
deaying-to-growing and x = kτ (Note that during radia-
tion τ ≈ a−1/2
eq
a/H0 if aeq is the equivalene sale fator,
normalized in suh way that a0 = 1 today. In priniple
this relation reeives a small orretion from the reent
Λ-dominated epoh, but for sempliity we shall neglet
it thereafter.).
Adding neutrinos is not an easy task, sine neutrino
traeless pressure perturbations ouple to the shear of the
metri (Φ 6= Ψ in the longitudinal gauge). The neutrino
energy-density fration Rν is dened as
Rν =
ρν
ρν + ργ
ρν
ργ
=
7
8
(
4
11
) 4
3
Nν (5)
with ργ , ρν , are the energy density of neutrinos and pho-
tons (after eletron-positron annihilation) and Nν is the
number of neutrino speies, respetively. On onsidering
massless neutrinos Rν is onstant in time (this is also a
very good approximation for realisti neutrinos masses).
The physial initial onditions in presene of neutrinos
are (again up to an overall fator):
h = x2 +Dx3/2 sinX
η =
[
2− 5 + 4Rν
6(15 + 4Rν)
x2
]
+
D
x1/2
[
11− 16Rν/5
8
sinX + 5
γ
8
cosX
]
δν = −2
3
x2 +Dx3/2
[(
1
4Rν
− 2
5
)
sinX
− γ
4Rν
cosX
]
θν = − 23 + 4Rν
18(15 + 4Rν)
kx3 +
D
16Rν
kx1/2 ×
[(
−3− 72
5
Rν
)
sinX + γ
(
3− 8
5
Rν
)
cosX
]
θr = − 1
18
kx3 +
Dk x5/2
3(25 + γ2)
[γ cosX − 5 sinX ]
σν =
4
3(15 + 4Rν)
x2 +
D
x1/2
[γ
2
cosX
+
11− 16Rν/5
10
sinX
]
, (6)
where X = (γ/2) logx+ ϕ and
γ =
√
32
5
Rν − 1 . (7)
To these one must add δr = −2h/3, δc = δb = −h/2,
θc = 0 and θb = θr as above. A similar result was also
found by Zakharov [8℄ for a system of radiation plus a
ollisionless omponent (see also [9℄): our solution inlude
baryons and CDM as well. Notie that h, η and θr in (6)
redue to (4) when Rν → 0, up to a trivial resaling.
In the following we will refer to the growing modes as
g-modes and to the deaying modes as d-modes. We
assume that C, D are multiplied by their initial power-
law spetrum with powers ng, nd, respetively, while we
take ϕ independent of k. This means that the two linearly
independent deaying solutions have the same spetral
index.
Several omments are in order. First, the deaying ini-
tial ondition (6) is as adiabati as one an get: only δν
does not agree with the adiabati relation δν = −2h/3
sine it is the only omponent whih has non-vanishing
anisotropi pressure terms. Seond, the deaying mode
ontains two arbitrary onstants, D and ϕ, instead of just
one, as for isourvature modes: this happens beause the
order of the system of dierential equations is inreased
by using a rst-order time equation (introdued by the
Boltzmann hierarhy for the moments of the neutrino
distribution funtion) for σν and the number of deay-
ing modes is doubled. By onsidering for simpliity the
system of radiation plus neutrinos, the order of the lin-
ear dierential equation for h (see Eq. (93) of [10℄) at
3leading order in x is therefore inreased from four to ve,
leading to the growing and two deaying modes presented
here, plus the two gauge modes proper of the synhronous
hoie [1℄, as an be seen from the master equation for h:
τ2
d5h
dτ5
+ 7τ
d4h
dτ4
+
(
5 +
8
5
Rν
)
d3h
dτ3
+
24Rν
5τ
d2h
dτ2
− 24Rν
5τ2
dh
dτ
= 0 (8)
Third, the mode deays more slowly than in a perfet-
uid dominated universe (τ−1/2 instead of τ−1 in Eq. (4)
in η) and osillates in log x with frequeny γ/2, when
Rν > 5/32. Osillations are erased when Rν ≤ 5/32;
however this does not our here sine we keep the onser-
vative value Nν = 3. Fourth, the above initial ondition
imply that Fν 3 ∼ O
(
(ka)1/2 × cos , sin). Therefore the
third and the higher moment of the neutrino distribution
are regular in the past (Fν m ∼ O
(
(ka)m−5/2 × cos , sin)
with m ≥ 3) and an be safely negleted in the above
initial onditions, as for the growing mode [16℄.
Impat on observations. There are several novel eets
due to the adiabati deaying mode on the CMB temper-
ature, polarization and matter power spetra. The osil-
lations in the gravitational potential will indue an osil-
lating pattern of SW and ISW eets at low multipoles
(before the rst peak). There is a hane that the waves
at ℓ . 200 seen in the rst year WMAP temperature
data are a signature of a non-vanishing deaying mode
on large sales: we are exploring quantitatively this issue
[11℄. Note that the superimposed osillations indued by
a deaying mode appear only on sales larger the rst
aousti peak, sine the osillations in log x found here
are proper only of large sales. The predition of super-
imposed osillations only before the rst peak sharply
distinguishes the eet of a deaying mode from design-
ing osillations on the primordial Fourier matter power
spetrum [12℄.
The osillations are present when g and d modes are
orrelated: the pure deaying spetrum, being quadrati
in the osillating funtions, shows in fat attenuated d-
osillations. This eet will be maximized for nd ≤ ng,
beause in this ase the largest sales are enhaned with
respet to the smaller ones, and also for small optial
thikness τ , beause an early reionization erases part of
the osillation pattern. As is also lear from Fig. 1, the
ontribution from a orrelated deaying adiabati mode
is in general not vanishing for ℓ larger than the rst peak.
Likelihood analysis. Multiplying the deaying mode by
the deaying spetrum Pd ∼ knd , the frational ampli-
tude of mode k in the metri perturbation h an be writ-
ten as Dk(τ) = D(k/k
∗)nd/2(kτ)−1/2 where we put k∗ =
0.05h/Mp. We an perform therefore a quik estimation
of the expeted eet. For a at spetrum (nd = 1) the
frational amplitude of the deaying mode with respet
to the growing one an be approximated as Dk∗(τ) =
D(k∗τ)−1/2 ≈ D(H0√aeq/ak∗)1/2 ≈ 0.01Da−1/2. Ex-
trapolating to the equivalene time (a
eq
∼ 3×10−4 [13℄)
Figure 1: Temperature power spetra for D = 0.2 , ϕ =
π/4 , nd = 1 (left) and D = 0.2 , ϕ = 0 , nd = 3 (right).
The other parameters are ng = 1 and h = 0.7,Ωbh
2
=
0.025,Ωch
2
= 0.125. The solid line is the maximally or-
related spetrum, the dotted has no deaying mode, the 3
dotted-dashed is the unorrelated spetrum, the dashed is
the deaying spetrum (multiplied by 3) and the dot-dashed
the orrelation. Note that in the left panel the orrelation is
negative on ℓ . 60 and positive on larger ℓ.
Figure 2: Left and middle panel, TE and E power spetra for
the same parameters of the left panel in Fig. 1 (the onvention
with lines are the same as in Fig. 1 and the pure deaying
spetrum is not plotted). To the right, unnormalized power
spetrum for CDM for a vanishing deaying mode (solid line),
for nd = 1 D = 0.2 ,−0.2 (dotted and dashed, respetively),
nd = 3, D = 0.2 ,−0.2 (dot-dashed and 3-dot-dashed).
, this amounts to Dk∗(aeq) ≈ 0.56D. As from Fig. 1,
values of Dk∗(aeq) ∼ O(10−1−10−2) (with nd ≈ ng ≈ 1)
lead to waves super-imposed to the power spetrum of a
few perent amplitude, similar to those seen in the rst
year WMAP data. This also shows that for nd > ng the
deaying mode may lead to eets on small sales, as an
be seen from Fig. 2, and an be onstrained by Plank
[14℄ and LSS data.
In a subsequent paper we will investigate in detail the
full likelihood of the model inluding the features of the
low multipole waves [11℄. In this paper we present only
the main result: the onstraints from the WMAP data
on the deaying amplitude D. To simplify the ompari-
son to real data we assume here that the g−d modes are
either maximally orrelated, unorrelated or maximally
anti-orrelated . There is no loss of generality by as-
suming therefore D > 0. Inserting the initial onditions
(6) in the Boltzmann ode produes maximally orre-
lated spetra; the unorrelated and antiorrelated ases
are obtained by linear ombinations of a basis of three
maximally orrelated spetra (for eah ombination of
parameters), as in e.g. [3℄.
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Figure 3: Likelihood for the deaying amplitude D for various
hoies of nd and of the g − d orrelation as in the labels,
marginalized over the other parameters.
Values of nd substantially larger than unity generate
strong deviations at small sales, both in the Cℓ and in
the matter power spetrum, so they are expeted to be
severely onstrained by large sale struture data and by
large-ℓ data [11℄. Fig. 2 shows for instane that the mat-
ter power spetrum for nd > 3 is extremely deient at
small sales, so we exlude suh values from the analy-
sis. We limit ourselves to disuss a few ases: a sale
invariant nd = 1 and two blue spetra, nd = 1.5, 2. We
explored a grid of over 106 models spanning eight param-
eters (for eah hoie of the d − g orrelation): D,nd, ϕ
plus the standard parameters ns, h,Ωbh
2,Ωch
2, τ (the
overall amplitude is automatially integrated out). We
restrit ourselves to the massless neutrinos ase. We
ompare the preditions obtained from a modied ver-
sion of CMBFAST [15℄ with the rst year temperature
and polarization WMAP data [13℄. The global best
t is for D = 1, nd = 2, ϕ = −0.785 rad , no g − d
orrelation, and ns = 0.98, h = 0.69,Ωbh
2 = 0.024,
Ωch
2 = 0.127, τ = 0.15, with χ2 = 970 (for the tempera-
ture spetrum alone) whih is however just marginally
better (∆χ2 = 4) than the standard ΛCDM best t.
The results of the likelihood analysis are shown in Figs
3. For a at spetrum (nd = 1) the data onstrain
D < 0.2 at 95% CL both for orrelated and antiorre-
lated modes and D < 0.1 for unorrelated modes. This
means that any proess that exited a deaying mode
of the same amplitude and spetrum of the growing one
(i.e. Dk∗(a∗) = 1) has ourred not later than a∗, where
a∗ = 10
−4D2 < 4 · 10−6. For larger nd the upper limit to
D moves to larger values; for nd = 2, an amplitude D of
order unity is allowed in the unorrelated ase. As it an
be seen from Fig. 3, the eet of the g − d orrelation
is rather limited. Similarly, within the range of values of
nd we adopted here the phase ϕ has a very small eet
on the likelihood (a larger eet is obtained for nd < 1).
Finally, the estimation of the other osmologial param-
eters is not muh aeted by the addition of d-modes
[11℄. Therefore, it is safe to onsider D < 1 as an upper
limit independent of all the other parameters involved in
the model. Fixing nd = 1 the upper limit strenghtens to
D < 0.2.
Conlusions. We have derived the initial onditions
for an adiabati deaying mode in a standard primordial
soup (neutrinos, baryons, CDM and radiation) in a spa-
tially at universe in Eq. (6). We have shown that deay-
ing modes indue super-Hubble osillations and observ-
able deviations at small sales in the CMB and matter
power spetra, depending on their amplitude and spe-
trum. WMAP rst year data alone onstrain D < 0.2 at
95% CL for a sale invariant spetrum almost regardless
of the other parameters. This means that sale invari-
ant adiabati utuations should onsist of their grow-
ing part for at least ∼ 90% at matter-radiation equality.
When nd > ng, larger values for D are still allowed by
observations.
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